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Story from Slovenia
Everything happened about three years ago. People
online are sometimes different – they are braver. And
that’s exactly what happened to me. My schoolmate
insulted me, she talked trash about me but in real life she
didn’t even look at me. When we tried to solve our
problem, she started to lie that she had never said
anything like that to me. She deleted all the messages but
I screenshot them so I still had all her messages on my
phone. Everything you write may stay on someone’s
phone forever. Therefore, be careful of what you write.

Team:
Lara, Tea, Dominika, Anna, Emma, Julia
 
Friends:
- explain that to their teacher
- stand on her side
 
Teacher:
- talk to that girl
- maybe give her punishment
 
Parents:
- talk with parents of the girl
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Story from Spain 1
I was bullied by a classmate. He did it orally and virtually
through different social networks. I was added to
whatsapp groups where I was insulted and despised. I
also received phone calls from unidentified numbers. He
humiliated and laughed at me because of my physical
appearance and weight. He also made fun of the sexual
orientation of some relatives of mine. Two years ago I
changed school because I suffered a similar case in my
former school. This time I explained it to my tutor.

Team:
Lara, Tea, Dominika, Anna, Emma, Julia
 
Parents:
- explain the problem to the teacher
- go to the police
 
Teacher:
- talk with that boy
- give him punishment
 
Friends:
- protect the kid
- talk with the kid
- try to help the kid
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Story from Spain 2
I suffered oral and cyber bullying because of the
background and social-economic level of my family. A
student made fun and despised me because of the job of
my mum. She is a hotel housekeeper and this student
laughed at her job and bragged about his family business
and wealth. I reported that to my tutor.

Team:
Lara, Tea, Dominika, Anna, Emma, Julia
 
Teacher:
- tell that to parents of the bully
- talk with the bully
 
Parents:
- try to speak with parents of that kid
- tell that to the teacher
 
Friends:
- speak with the kid
- speak with the bully, if he is their friend
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Story from Portugal
Lucio had been dating Tracer for about 3 years now, to
the point that they were inseparable. Then one day,
Zarya, a new girl at school, started flirting with Lucio on
Instagram. They started talking every single day behind
Tracer’s back which made Lucio start falling for Zarya.
One day, Tracer got to school and, to her amazement,
everyone started staring and laughing at her. Not much
time had passed when she started hearing rumours that
her texts with Lucio had been exposed to the whole
school. At lunch break Tracer started receiving a bunch
of texts from, who she thought were her friends, which
made her feel betrayed.
As days passed she started feeling more and more lonely.
So lonely that she felt like she wasn’t capable of talking,
even to her family. One day, he decided to finally put an
end to their relationship. In the next couple of days she
couldn‘t even step out of her bedroom because she didn’t
want to face the people that wished her wrong. When
Tracer’s mom got home she didn’t find her daughter in her
room so she tried to call her but no response.
She was soon found dead in the garden with a rope
around her neck.

Team:
Živa, Teodora, Neža, Lucie, Ferran, Silvestre, Ona
 
Parents:
- they should pay more attention to her before she died
- they should go to a psychologist
 
Teachers:
- tell the students they shouldn’t be mean to other students
- pay more attention to their students
 
What would we do?
- go the the funeral
- buy flowers
- pay respects to her family
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Story from Czech Rep. 1
One day my friend was on the computer and suddenly a
message from an unknown person came. They kept in
touch for some time, and planned to meet. Then he asked
her to send to him some photos of her face. She shared
the photos without hesitation, but he wanted more and
more photos, which she finally sent to him. After that, he
tried to persuade her to make and send some naked
photos of herself. The girl didn't want to do so but the
man threatened her that he would post the pictures she
had sent before. The girl hesitated and did not send the
photos to him.
She told everything to her parents and they contacted
the police. The man stopped writing to the girl.

Team:
Martina, Noemi, Oriol, Joao, Ana, Izabela, Martin
 
Solution:
 
- kids should not talk to strangers online, nor send photos
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Story from Czech Rep. 2
My friend and I had a common account about horses on
the Instagram. One day I wanted to post a new picture,
but the Instagram logged me out. I tried to log in, but it
said: You have a wrong password. I asked my friend
whether she changed the password. She didn't and she
also couldn't log in. Later, some of our friends told us that
some awful messages were coming to them from our
account.We found out that someone stole our account
and was misusing it.
Luckily we didn't have any personal information on the
account.
We reported it to the Instagram and they removed the
account.

Team:
Martina, Noemi, Oriol, Joao, Ana, Izabela, Martin
 
Solution:
 
- in this situation you should report it to the crators of the social media platform
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Story from Italy 1
Aisha was a Sirian girl, she was a victim of some terrible
tortures by boys of the class in which she was hosted for
an intercultural project in Bari. The violence that she had
suffered for a year was not physical, but verbal and was
expressed through racial slubs, offences against Muslim
tradition, insults to the colour of her skin but especially
against the veil that she wore. During lessons, this girl
was mocked by her classmates for her difficulties with the
Italian language and for her not good marks in Maths.
Often boys wrote bad words in Italian in her diary or sent
her messages with serious insults on her mobile phone or
email.
However, one day Aisha had the courage to ask an
appointment with the head teacher in order to tell her
about this terrible situation. The head teacher took
serious measures against the students responsible for this
tortures. They were punished.
I think bullying is a serious problem for our society,
because it can be expressed in different ways, but
expecially on socials. It causes serious damage to people
who suffered from these actions.
In my opinion, it’s necessary to combat bullying with
information and education at school through projects,
reading articles and dialogues between teachers and
students.

Team:
Albert, Jan, Dominik, Adéla, Andrea, Nicolas, Martim
 
Solution:
 
The headmaster should introduce school uniforms.
Boys should be punished.
Boys should talk to the parents about the problem.
Aisha should ignore the bullies.
Bullies must be expelled from school.
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Story from Italy 2
Often bad things do not happen face to face, but today
also through messages or photos that affect people very
deeply or even permanently. Many people hide behind a
platform called „Internet“. Three years ago I didn’t think
it was like that and despite my looks, I thought it was
more than normal opening a web page to interact with
people beyond my circle of friends.
But it wasn’t like that. I noticed that behind a message we
could hide many different intentions and you could never
know who was writing. I discovered it only when many of
my fake photos circulated as news on the first page on
the web and in the platforms. That’s where many people
started writing the first insults, threats and jokes. Even
going to school was impossible because I was constantly
teased. I thought that improving my physical appearance
would change things. But it also didn‘t work because not
eating anything only made me sick. Then I withdrew into
myself and talking about this problem with my parents
and my teachers seemed to me increasingly difficult. But I
couldn‘t and didn’t want to keep quiet and I told my
secret to my best friend Sara. Having a friend who
supported me and always defended me, brought me back
the desire to live and to act. But I couldn’t because the
suffering had now filled my heart and my reason. So Sara
started to act, it took a long time to convince me to talk to
my parents, but she succeeded and brought back the
reason and the smile. All thanks go to my good friend.

Team:
Iza, Mafalda, Larha, Roberta, Rebeka, Evan, Anja
 
Parents:
 
- they should call the police
- tell the teachers and headmaster
- talk with their child and reasure them that they are loved and beautiful
 
Older brother should talk to the bullies to protect his sister
The police should erase the photos from the internet.
The headmaster should punish the bullies or even expel them, if necessary.
Friends should defend her and have her back.
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Story from Italy 3
Oliver is a British boy. He is 11 years old. Oliver is a boy
who has the syndrome of „Treacher-Collins“. This
syndrome makes Oliver’s face ugly. At school he’s usually
bullied because of his illness. The bullies usually offend
him saying that he’s ugly and he looks Frankenstein. One
day Oliver answers to their offences, so the bullies kick
him and hit him. When he returns home, his parents ask
him what happened and he says that he fell down the
stairs.
The day after Oliver is bullied again until a young thin boy
defended him. I tis the first time in his life that someone
helped him. The boy who helped him is called Mark. Mark
is very popular at school. When Mark defends Oliver,
they become friends. It’s the first time for Oliver to have
a friend.
The days pass and Olvier meets new friends and his
classmates love him. The day of Halloween, when Oliver is
coming to his class, he sees Mark offending him, saying
that he’s ugly. When Oliver enters the class, he
approaches to him. Oliver runs out the class and he goes
to the toilet crying.

Team:
Josip, Špela, Evelin, Denisa, Anna Carolina, Rodrigo,
Hana, Peter, Neli, Anže
 
Parents and teachers:
 
They should help building Oliver’s confidence up and explain to him, that
difference isn’t always bad.
In the other hand the teachers should recognise when something wrong is
happening, they should try to solve it.
 
What would we do?
If we were at Oliver’s school, we would stand up for him, helping him and being
his friend, because afterall he needs to be loved.



What to do?
Every day, someone is dealing online trolling. But it doesn't have to be the end of the world. We
have gathered up some of the advices, students gave in the cases of trolling or cyberbullying, and
added some more, which are being given by experts:
 
 
Acknowledge your feelings.
There is nothing wrong with feeling angry, confused and upset about what happened to you. You
are not going crazy. In fact, your feelings are a normal response to the stress of trolling or
cyberbullying.
 
Save the evidence.
The only good news about bullying online or on phones is that it can usually be captured, saved,
and shown to someone who can help. You can save that evidence in case things escalate.
 
Talk to people you trust.
Do not be afraid to reach out to other people and ask for help. Keeping your feelings inside is not
healthy. Find a trusted friend, teacher or your parents and share your feelings. Talk about how this
situation makes you feel and ask for advice on how to heal from it going forward.
 
 
Take a break from technology.
Because trolling happens online, you need to make space in your life where you can be free of
technology. Having a dedicated space in your home that is technology free helps. Then, listen to
music, read or write in a journal. But be sure to avoid being online as much as you can. You need a
break from the chaos. Trying to read the comments and respond to the troll is not only draining but
it’s also not good for your emotional health.
 
Stand up for yourself.
Do not give a troll power over your life. Instead of dwelling on your embarrassment, stand up for
yourself. This does not mean responding to the troll, but instead block him and report his behaviors
to the proper authorities. Doing so will help you feel empowered.
 
Stop thinking like a victim.
Take control of your thoughts. Remember, your outlook on life doesn't come from being trolled but
instead from how you interpret being trolled. As a result, take full responsibility for your feelings.
If you have a positive outlook despite what has happened to you, the trolling will have less of an
impact on your life.
 
Focus on healing.
Trolling is painful. As a result, be sure to take care of yourself. Get plenty of rest. Eat nutritious
food and try to exercise. All of these things are an important part of the healing process.
 
Protect your accounts.
Don’t share your passwords with anyone – even your closest friends, who may not be close
forever – and password-protect your phone so no one can use it to impersonate you.
 
Find meaning in your experience.
While it is true, that what happened to you is horrible, it does not have to define who you are.
Instead, try to think about what you learned. For example, did you learn to be more careful about
posting online? Did this experience make you more assertive? The things you learned from your
experience may help someone else in the future.


